
Created on Wednesday 04 January, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Nordic Gold

Nordic Gold: ND1 - Pale Gold
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIND1

Nordic Gold is a very fine metallic that is excellent for
needlepoint and hardanger. It also works well on 18
count aida fabric. It is a chainette, so the cautions
listed above apply. If you hate to ply-up blending
filament this will work well and you will not have the
trouble with it curling and fighting you while you
stitch. It is about the size of 2-3 plies of filament.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 3.15 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 04 January, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Nordic Gold

Nordic Gold: ND2 - Gold
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIND2

Nordic Gold is a very fine metallic that is excellent for
needlepoint and hardanger. It also works well on 18
count aida fabric. It is a chainette, so the cautions
listed above apply. If you hate to ply-up blending
filament this will work well and you will not have the
trouble with it curling and fighting you while you
stitch. It is about the size of 2-3 plies of filament.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 3.15 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 04 January, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Nordic Gold

Nordic Gold: ND3 - Silver
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIND3

Nordic Gold is a very fine metallic that is excellent for
needlepoint and hardanger. It also works well on 18
count aida fabric. It is a chainette, so the cautions
listed above apply. If you hate to ply-up blending
filament this will work well and you will not have the
trouble with it curling and fighting you while you
stitch. It is about the size of 2-3 plies of filament.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 3.15 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 04 January, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Nordic Gold

Nordic Gold: ND4 - White Pearl
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIND4

Nordic Gold is a very fine metallic that is excellent for
needlepoint and hardanger. It also works well on 18
count aida fabric. It is a chainette, so the cautions
listed above apply. If you hate to ply-up blending
filament this will work well and you will not have the
trouble with it curling and fighting you while you
stitch. It is about the size of 2-3 plies of filament.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 3.15 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 04 January, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Nordic Gold

Nordic Gold: ND10 - Purple
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIND10

Nordic Gold is a very fine metallic that is excellent for
needlepoint and hardanger. It also works well on 18
count aida fabric. It is a chainette, so the cautions
listed above apply. If you hate to ply-up blending
filament this will work well and you will not have the
trouble with it curling and fighting you while you
stitch. It is about the size of 2-3 plies of filament.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 3.15 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 04 January, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Nordic Gold

Nordic Gold: ND12 - Pink
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIND12

Nordic Gold is a very fine metallic that is excellent for
needlepoint and hardanger. It also works well on 18
count aida fabric. It is a chainette, so the cautions
listed above apply. If you hate to ply-up blending
filament this will work well and you will not have the
trouble with it curling and fighting you while you
stitch. It is about the size of 2-3 plies of filament.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 3.15 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 04 January, 2006

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Nordic Gold

Nordic Gold: ND16 - Forest Green
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIND16

Nordic Gold is a very fine metallic that is excellent for
needlepoint and hardanger. It also works well on 18
count aida fabric. It is a chainette, so the cautions
listed above apply. If you hate to ply-up blending
filament this will work well and you will not have the
trouble with it curling and fighting you while you
stitch. It is about the size of 2-3 plies of filament.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 3.15 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 23 January, 2009

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Nordic Gold

Nordic Gold: ND17 - Snow
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIND17

Nordic Gold is a very fine metallic that is excellent for
needlepoint and hardanger. It also works well on 18
count aida fabric. It is a chainette, so the cautions
listed above apply. If you hate to ply-up blending
filament this will work well and you will not have the
trouble with it curling and fighting you while you
stitch. It is about the size of 2-3 plies of filament.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 3.15 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 28 September, 2020

Threads & Yarns - Rainbow Gallery - Nordic Gold

Nordic Gold: ND7 - Black
da: Rainbow Gallery

Modello: FILRAIND7

Nordic Gold is a very fine metallic that is excellent for
needlepoint and hardanger. It also works well on 18
count aida fabric. It is a chainette, so the cautions
listed above apply. If you hate to ply-up blending
filament this will work well and you will not have the
trouble with it curling and fighting you while you
stitch. It is about the size of 2-3 plies of filament.

Expected restocking from Friday 30 September, 2022.

Price: € 3.15 (incl. VAT)
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